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Dunlee is excited to announce a special feature article in Medical Dealer’s April edition. The article will 

be unveiled at the 2013 MD Expo in Washington, D.C. This is the first time in company history that 

Dunlee’s profile will be published in a trade publication. The article, titled “Dunlee: On the cutting edge 

of CT and radiographic tube design and manufacture”, cues readers to the inception of the company and 

what has lead to the evolution of today’s industry leading tube manufacturer.  

 

The company’s daily focus revolves around helping its customers succeed. Dunlee not only offers cost 

effective tubes that match the OEM’s in fit, form, and function, but also works to provide programs and 

tools to assist their customers – most of which no other company in the industry provides. For 

example, Dunlee’s exclusive Glassware Solutions program provides full tube coverage for a scanner for a 

monthly fee based on system usage – allowing for third-party service growth and cost management for 

hospitals. For more information on additional tools and programs Dunlee offers, check out the Medical 

Dealer article located on www.dunlee.com. 

 

To meet in person with the Dunlee Team, visit the MD Expo booth #102, or call Dunlee’s customer 

service and technical support, available 24/7, at 800-238-3780.  

 
 
For further information, please contact: 
Laura Hafner 

Director, Global Marketing 

Tel: +1 (630) 585-2153 

E-mail:  laura.hafner@philips.com 

 

About Royal Philips Electronics 

 
Dunlee is a division of Philips Healthcare. Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands (NYSE: PHG, AEX: PHI) is a diversified health and well-being 

company, focused on improving people’s lives through timely innovations. As a world leader in healthcare, lifestyle and lighting, Philips integrates 

technologies and design into people-centric solutions, based on fundamental customer insights and the brand promise of “sense and simplicity.” 

Headquartered in the Netherlands, Philips employs approximately 122,000 employees with sales and services in more than 100 countries 

worldwide. With sales of EUR 22.6 billion in 2011, the company is a market leader in cardiac care, acute care and home healthcare, energy 

efficient lighting solutions and new lighting applications, as well as lifestyle products for personal well-being and pleasure with strong leadership 

positions in male shaving and grooming, portable entertainment and oral healthcare. News from Philips is located at www.philips.com/newscenter. 
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